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ABSTRACT
Phenolic compounds are emitted into earth’s atmosphere through industry and biomass burning events. These compounds may react in the gas or particle phase to form additional airborne pollutants. In this work, the aqueous phase
chemical reactions of syringol, guaiacol, and catechol were studied in the presence of nitrate ( NO3 ) or nitrite ( NO 2 )
with and without UV illumination. The reactions were found to yield light absorbing products and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) experiments indicate some of the compounds formed may be the nitrated analogues
of the starting organic compounds. However, infrared absorption data suggests the reaction products are composed of a
complicated mixture. This suggests additional reactions occur simultaneously in solution. Treatment of the isolated reaction products with ozone (O3) suggest they are unstable and will eventually chemically decompose if/when formed in
the atmosphere.
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1. Introduction
Recent studies of secondary organic aerosols (SOA) estimate that the global budget of SOA is approx. 50 - 380
Tg·a–1[1]. A fraction of this aerosol is believed to be
generated in aqueous phase reactions that occur in cloud
water or fogs. These reactions may be another important
route to the formation of SOA besides gas phase mechanisms. Consequently, this chemistry has drawn increased
interest in recent years [2-8]. A very small fraction of the
SOA consists of nitrated aromatic compounds. Some
nitrated aromatics are mutagens and suspected carcinogens, and therefore these materials can impact human
health if inhaled [9-12]. In addition, nitrated aromatics
often appear yellow/brown color in solution, indicating
these materials have the potential to affect transport of
solar radiation in the atmosphere. Nitrated aromatic compounds present in atmospheric aerosols are believed to be
partly responsible for an observed reduction of solar UV
radiation in the Los Angeles area [13]. Consistent with
this, more recent results have found the concentration of
several nitrated phenols and benzoic acids (2-hydroxy-4nitrophenol and 2-hydroxy-4-benzoic acid) show good
correlation with observations of light absorption by water
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soluble organics in the LA basin aerosol [14]. Peaks corresponding to benzoic acid, nitrobenzoic acids, and hydroxynitrobenzoic acids have also been observed in Fresno, CA fog water by high resolution mass spectrometry
measurements [15] providing some evidence the aqueous
phase nitration of aromatic compounds may occur in earth’satmosphere.
Nitrate ( NO3 ) is sometimes present in atmospheric
waters at a concentration >10–4 M [16]. When combined
with other reactants and/or sunlight, nitrate might participate in a complex sequence of aromatic photooxdiation reactions and produce nitroaromatic compounds. In
addition, nitrate is believed to be an important source of
hydroxyl radical in the atmosphere through UV photolysis [17]:
NO3  h  H  
 NO 2  OH

(1)

Nitrite ( NO 2 ) is present in atmospheric water at an
average concentration between 0.01 - 100 mM [18]. In
some areas, such as the fog water from California’s Central Valley, the nitrite concentration can routinely reach
10–4 M [19]. Nitrite is also a source for hydroxyl radical
in the atmosphere through photolysis [17]:
NO 2  h  H  
 NO  OH

(2)

In this work, the reaction of several aromatic comOJAP
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pounds in the presence of nitrate and nitrite were studied
under varying reaction conditions. For ease of chemical
analysis, the concentration of nitrate, nitrite, and aromatic compounds used in this laboratory study were at substantially higher concentration than observed in earth’s
atmosphere. We experiment here with syringol, guaiacol, and catechol, which are volatile organic products
of biomass burning [20,21]. These compounds are potential precursors for the formation of nitrated organic aerosol in the atmosphere. These experiments aim to determine whether these materials react in aqueous solution
when combined with nitrate or nitrite, better understand
what products may form, and whether the products formed are chemically stable.

2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Reagents and Preparation of Reaction
Solutions
Sryingol (Acros Organics, 99+%), catechol (Acros Organics, 99+%), guaiacol (Acros Organics, 99+%), 4-nitrophenol (Acros Organics, 98%), ammonium nitrate (Mallinckrodt, AR), sodium nitrite (Mallinckrodt, AR), H2O2
(CVS, 3% wt) were purchased from vendors and used
without further purification. The reactions studied occurred in beakers using dilute sulfuric acid solution as
solvent (pH = 4.5). This choice of pH was to mimic the
pH of cloud water, which is often acidic because of dissolution of CO2 and oxides of sulfur and nitrogen. A total
volume of 50 mL was used. Most reactions used 10 mM
concentration for the organic test compound, 10 mM for
NO 2 , 100 mM for NO3 . Some reactions occurred under UV illumination with a mercury pen lamp (90-000401 UVP). The lamp emitted the mercury spectrum. The
lamp was placed directly on top of the reaction beaker
with no surfaces between the lamp and the solution. This
is significant since previous experiments housed the lamp
within a Pyrex condenser in that attenuated the light—
particularly below a wavelength of 300 nm.

dissolved in pH = 4.5 sulfuric acid solution and air containing ozone was bubbled into the mixture. The spectrum in both the UV and visible region was recorded at
several time intervals to assess whether any reaction occurred during addition of ozone.

2.3. Solid Phase Extraction (SPE) and Mass
Spectrometry (MS) Measurements
Solid phase extraction was applied to reaction mixtures
for mass spectrometry measurements. Reversed phase
(C-8) sorbent cartridges (PrepSep 11-131-20, Fisher Scientific) were used for the process. The cartridge packing
was first rinsed with 5 mL methanol and followed by a 5
mL rinse of deionized water. Then 5 mL of the reaction
mixture was applied to the cartridge and 5 mL water was
then used to wash ions or unbound substances. After the
wash process, the organic components were eluted with 5
mL methanol into a microcentrifuge tube. The solution
was then heated to dryness at 65˚C. A blank sample was
prepared by using methanol instead of the reaction mixture from the extraction process. The MS measurement
of the sample was conducted by electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) through cooperation with
the University of Illinois MS facility. Samples were dissolved in acetone and mixed with the ESI support solution which was 50% MeOH/50% H2O. Data was recorded on a Waters ZMD Quadrupole Instrument with unit
mass resolution. Samples were measured in both positive
and negative ion mode; however, the positive ion scan
yielded low signal to noise ratios for our samples. The
exact reason for this is unclear, and positive ion mode
was not pursued further. For the negative ion mode measurement, cone voltage of 35 V was employed. It should
be noted that intensity of the peaks observed in the ESI
mass spectra are suitable for qualitative analysis and should
not be used as a quantitative indicator of reactant and product concentrations.

2.4. Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy Measurements
2.2. UV-VIS Spectroscopy
The UV-VIS absorption measurements were taken by an
Agilent 853 diode array spectrometer. A 1 cm quartz
cuvette was used for measuring absorbance and the dilute
sulfuric acid solution was used as the spectroscopic blank.
The entire spectrum between 200 - 1100 nm was obtained at regular time intervals after a reaction started. Absorbance at 400 nm was recorded and used as metric of
visible light absorption. For studying the chemical stability of the reaction products, we the isolated products and
reacted them with ozone. The three test aromatic compounds were separately dissolved in presence of nitrite
under UV radiation, and the resulting solution was dried
after a 4-hour reaction time. Then the products were reCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

A purged Nicolet Magna IR 550 spectrometer equipped
with a KBr beam splitter and DTGS detector was applied
for measuring the infrared spectra. The instrument was
operated in autogain mode with 2 cm–1 resolution and the
acquired data was between 4000 - 400 cm–1. To prepare
samples, the three compounds were combined with nitrite under UV radiation. After 4 h of reaction, the mixtures were extracted using the SPE method described
previously and eluted into acetone. The acetone extract
was then deposited on an attenuated total reflectance
(ATR) crystal. When the acetone evaporated, a thin film
of the reaction material remained on the crystal to perform the IR measurement. Data was not corrected for
differences in penetration depth. Ozone was generated
OJAP
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Reaction mixtures were characterized by UV-VIS spectroscopy. Figure 1 confirms the visual observations as it
demonstrates the visible absorption increases in time. In
addition, the reactants and products have much stronger
absorbance in UV range than visible range and present
off scale signals when the full spectrum is considered.
Only visible absorption (400 - 800 nm) is considered here.
Enhanced absorption at blue wavelengths is observed.
This is consistent with the yellow-brown color of the mixture. The insets are plots of absorbance at 400 nm over
time from the start of the reaction for several compounds
and different reaction conditions. The results suggest
absorbance increases over the first four hours of the reaction for all experimental trials. It is clear that visible light
absorbing products form during the reactions.

from zero air applying a photolytic ozone generator and
then added to a small chamber. The ATR crystal was
placed in the chamber for treatment with ozone. The gasphase ozone concentration was continually monitored
using a 2B Technologies ozone sensor.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Light Absorption by Reaction Products
Three organic test compounds (syringol, catechol and guaiacol) at 10 mM were reacted in 10 mM nitrite with ambient light, or 100 mM nitrate with UV illumination. After starting the reaction by adding the nitrite or nitrate +
UV, most solutions turned a yellow-brown color several
minutes after mixing. The color became darker with time.

F:

Figure 1. Visible absorption spectrum of yellow-brown products from different reaction mixtures in time. All the reactions
used pH = 4.5 dilute, aqueous sulfuric acid as solvent. The insets are plots of the measured absorbance at 400 nm over time
during the reactions. (A) 10 mM sryingol + 10 mM NaNO2; (B) catechol + 10 mM NaNO2; (C) 10 mM guaiacol + 10 mM
NaNO2; (D) 10 mM sryingol + 100 mM NH4NO3 + UV; (E) 10 mM catechol + 100 mM NH4NO3 + UV; (F) 10 mM guaiacol +
100 mM NH4NO3 + UV.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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It appears that nitrite ( NO 2 ) can induce reactions at
ambient light conditions as shown in plot A, B and C.
The reactions between nitrate ( NO3 ) and the aromatic
test compounds at ambient lighting were also studied, but
there was no color change observed for the reaction mixtures. We interpret this result as no visually detectable
chemical reaction occurring for nitrate with test compounds under ambient lighting. However, reaction mixtures containing nitrate and the organic compounds that
are exposed to UV radiation do exhibit rapid color
changes, consistent with reactions occurring. Plots 1D,
1E, 1F illustrate this point. This could indicate production of NO2 or OH via nitrate photolysis (Rxn. 1), or alternatively, exposure to UV radiation is an important step
for reactions to occur. When comparing visible absorption intensity of reaction mixtures, the nitrate + UV mixtures have 5 - 20 times higher absorbance than corresponding ambient light + nitrite trials. Careful examination of the VIS absorption spectra of Figure 1 also indicates the reaction products formed in the nitrite vs. nitrate trials may not be identical since the shapes of the
spectra vary considerably. We can often observe a peak
in the 450 - 480 nm range in the spectra for the nitrite
trials, but the nitrate + UV trials often feature an exponentially decreasing absorption with increasing wavelength. The syringol + nitrate + UV trace seems to maintain an absorption peak near 480 nm superimposed on the
gently sloping background. The clear differences in spectra indicate that reaction products/chemical composition
of both reaction systems (nitrite vs. nitrate) are not identical. This could be the result of different chemical components being present or different concentrations of multiple light absorbing compounds. This appears to possibly be linked to use of nitrite vs. nitrate since a direct
comparison of the nitrite reaction mixture with and
without UV radiation (spectra shown in Figure 2) yields
little difference in the spectral shape. However, Figure 2
shows that when UV radiation is present, optical absorption is 5 - 10 times larger and increases much more rapidly when compared to the ambient lighting case, so UV
illumination is also important. Catechol was used as the
test compound for the experiment shown in Figure 2.
The reaction of these compounds with OH radical was
studied previously (no nitrite or nitrate present), and colored products also formed [7]. A comparison of the spectra from this experiment and the previously published
report yields some similarities. For instance, the reaction
of syringol with OH radical in absence of nitrate/nitrite
yielded reaction products with a peak in the 450 - 480 nm
range. This peak also appears in these experiments for
syringol. The previously reported spectrum is most similar to the case we report for nitrate here. The visible
spectrum previously reported for guaiacol [7] exhibits a
rapidly decaying trace with increasing wavelength. This
is very similar to what was observed for the reaction car
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

ried out in the presence of nitrate for these results. The
net result of these experiments are: 1) Presence of UV
light increases both the optical absorption of reaction
mixtures and observed rate of color change; and 2) the
chemical composition of the reaction mixtures appear to
be different when nitrite vs. nitrate is present. Absorption
peaks seem to be considerably sharper in the presence of
nitrite. Additional chemical characterization of the reaction mixtures are needed to gain additional insight into
the chemistry occurring.

3.2. Chemical Insights through Mass
Spectrometry (MS) & Infrared Absorption
(IR) Measurements
The UV-VIS spectra presented in the previous section
establish light absorbing compounds form during the protocol, however, the identity of the reaction products are
not known. In order to further characterize the reactions,
mass spectrometry and infrared absorption was applied to
gain insights to the composition of reaction mixtures.
ESI-MS measurements were taken on the reaction mixtures after solid phase extraction in both positive and negative ion mode, however, only negative ion mode showed meaningful peaks under the conditions used. The ESI
is a soft ionization approach and often employs deproto
nated molecular ions for the negative ion mode. In our
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Figure 2 Visible absorption spectra for catechol reaction
mixtures. (A) 10 mM catechol + 10 mM NaNO2; (B) 10 mM
catechol + 10 mM NaNO2 +UV.
OJAP
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experiments, we are assuming singly charged ions were
formed and the peaks correspond to deprotonated (M-1)
ions. Mass spectra were taken for blanks, and no significant interference peaks were found. Figure 3 demonstrates low mass resolution (≈1 Da) ESI-MS scans of the
reaction products for the three different aromatic test
compounds and reaction conditions. Table 1 lists the m/z
values for the largest peaks observed in the spectra. All
the reactions used pH = 4.5 sulfuric acid as solvent and
reaction time was 4 h.
Plots A and B shows the MS results of syringol reaction mixtures. The molecular weight of syringol is 154.1.
The peaks at m/z = 198 in plot A and B would be consistent with an [M-H]− ion for nitrated syringol. In plot C
and D for guaiacol (M.W. = 124 g/mol), there is no observation of a peak at m/z = 123. This may suggest no
unreacted guaiacol remains. A peak at m/z = 168 may suggest the presence of nitroguaiacol in the reaction mixture.
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Plots D, E and F are results of catechol (M.W. = 110 g/mol)
reactions under different conditions. Peaks at m/z = 109
may indicate the presence of catechol in the reaction
mixture, but we note this peak was frequently observed
in a variety of reaction mixtures. The peak at m/z = 154
would be consistent with nitrated catechol and the peak
at m/z = 138 could correspond to a nitrated catechol minus one oxygen atom. One limitation to this analysis is
that definitive molecular formula cannot be determined
with low resolution mass analysis. While peaks we observe are consistent with the suggested products, the
peaks could arise from a significant number of other possible combinations of C, H, O, and N atoms. Nonetheless,
the minor peaks in the mass spectra and small peaks
listed in Table 1 support the idea the chemistry occurring
when nitrate and nitrite are present may not be exactly
identical, but the formation of nitrated versions of the
parent organic compound seems likely based on the data.

Figure 3. Negative ion mode mass spectra for reaction products. Conditions: (a) 10 mM syringol + 10 mM NaNO2; (b) 10 mM
syringol + 100 mM NH4NO3 + UV; (c) 10 mM guaiacol + 10 mM NaNO2; (d) 10 mM guaiacol + 00 mM NH4NO3 + UV; (e)
catechol + 10 mM NaNO2; (f) 10 mM catechol + 100 mM NH4NO3 + UV; (g) 10 mM catechol + 10 mM NaNO2 + UV.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Table 1. Mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) of the most significant
peaks for the reaction products. Data presented in Figure 3.
Figure
3(A)
154.2

Figure
3(B)
154.2

Figure
3(C)
137.2

Figure
3(D)
168.2

Figure
3(E)
109.2

Figure
3(F)
109.2

Figure
3(G)
109.3

169.2

169.2

168.2

245.3

154.2

154.2

138.2

276.3

217.3

154.2

184.2

184.2

235.3

198.2

198.3

245.3

217.3

265.4

321.5

247.3

279.4

343.4

262.3

293.5

367.4

321.5

408.4

(a)

490.5
499.6
*

Sample information: 3A—10 mM syringol + 10 mM NaNO2; 3B—10mM
syringol + 100mM NH4NO3 + UV; 3C—10 mM guaiacol + 10 mM NaNO2;
3D—10 mM guaiacol + 100 mM NH4NO3 + UV; 3E—catechol + 10 mM
NaNO2; 3F—10 mM catechol + 100 mM NH4NO3 + UV; 3G—10 mM
catechol + 10 mM NaNO2 + UV.

This limitation is particularly important given the results of Figure 4. This figure represents IR spectra collected for the reaction mixtures for catechol and guaiacol
after evaporation of the sample onto an ATR plate. In addition, reference spectra for nitrocatechol and nitroguaiacol (obtained from NIST WebBook) are plotted for
comparison. At first glance, it is obvious an exact match
between the spectra for reaction mixtures and reference
compounds was not observed. This suggests the reaction
products are likely a mixture rather than a pure substance.
Nitro group peaks near 1300 and 1530 cm–1 are noted in
the reference spectra, but peaks at the corresponding wavenumbers do not always clearly appear in the spectra for
reaction mixtures. However, the peaks may be obscured
by neighboring peaks. Previous work in our group demonstrated phenolic compounds react with H2O2 under UV
light to form a complicated mixture of products, some of
which are higher molecular weight oligomers [7]. So it is
not surprising that we observe a mixture in these experiments. The mass spectra presented in Figure 3 suggest
high molecular weight products do not form in appreciable amounts for catechol, but we can observe small peaks
in the 300 - 400 a.m.u. m/z windows for syringol and
guaiacol reaction mixtures. This may suggest these compounds are particularly susceptible to these reactions that
can double or triple the original molecular weight. However, the mass spectra observed in this work demonstrate
different peaks from Ref. 7 suggesting the products are
not identical.
The net result of this analysis is that it appears the reactions produce a mixture of products. Addition of –OH
groups with associated shifts in mass spectra of 16 a.m.u.
seem to occur relatively frequently. Nitration of aromatic
rings may also occur since peaks shifted by 45 a.m.u.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

(b)

Figure 4. IR spectra of reaction mixtures compared to authentic standards for (a) nitrocatechol and (b) nitroguaiacol.
Data for the standards is from the NIST WebBook.

were commonly observed, but the IR results were not definitive. However, this could result from other compounds in the mixture obscuring the nitro group peaks in
the IR spectra. The largest product peaks in the MS data
are consistent with the nitro group addition. The apparent
contradiction between the IR and MS data may be resolved by considering addition of the nitro group makes
the phenolic substance more acidic (easier to lose H+),
and easier to deprotonate and form the [M-H]− ion. Perhaps this is why we see a relatively large peak in the
negative ESI-MS data for the nitrated compound, but few
other product peaks.

3.3. Ozone Treatment for the Reaction Products
An additional interest is to determine how reactive the reaction products are to atmospheric chemical processing.
In other words, if these compounds form in the atmosphere, are they chemically stable? Ozone is a powerful
and ubiquitous oxidant in the atmosphere and may react
with different kinds of organic compounds. To study the
reactivity of the products we ran reactions for the three
test aromatic compounds with nitrite under UV radiation.
We studied the reaction of O3 with the isolates both in a
OJAP
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thin-film (solid phase, IR measurements) and in aqueous
phase (UV-VIS measurements).
For the IR measurements, the acetone solution was
deposited onto an ATR crystal and the reaction products
remained after acetone evaporated. IR spectroscopy was
used to monitor the progress of any reactions during treatment by gas-phase ozone. Figure 5 is the IR absorbance
of reaction products with ozone treatment for different
time intervals and different ozone concentrations. The
low ozone concentration is the range of 50 - 100 ppbv
and high concentration was roughly 200 - 250 ppbv.
Careful considerations of the IR spectra illustrate small
changes during the first two hours of ozone treatment at
low concentrations. As observed, the spectra of low concentration ozone treatments are overlapped with the one
without ozone treatment. However, large changes in the
spectra are noted within 30 min. reaction time at high
ozone concentrations. This indicates the material produced in the aromatic compound + nitrite + UV reactions
is not stable and will likely degrade in the atmosphere.
For the aqueous phase measurements, the ozone gas
was diffused into the reaction products solution at a moderate flow rate, and small bubbles could be observed. Both high and low concentrations of ozone were used. The
estimated low concentration was of 50 - 100 ppbv and
high concentration was about 200 - 250 ppm in the gasphase. Figure 6 is the UV-VIS absorption spectrum of
the reaction mixtures with ozone treatment for different
time intervals and different ozone concentrations. When
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treated with low concentration of ozone, the spectra generally did not change much and an obvious color change
did not occur. It is shown that the spectra with low concentration ozone treatment were overlapped with each
other. However, when the ozone concentration increased
the spectra rapidly changed indicating a chemical reaction occurred. Interestingly, the spectral data suggests the
color faded for the catechol and guaiacol reaction solutions, but the syringol solution optical depth increased
during ozone treatment. The color fading might be expected since degradation of aromatics, such as cresols
have been observed through ozone treatment [22]. Destruction of the aromatic ring would shift light absorption
to deeper UV wavelengths and a reduction of visually
perceived color would occur. The fact syringol exhibits
the opposite trend is noteworthy and this system warrants
additional investigation.

(cm–1)

(cm–1)

(cm–1)

Figure 5. IR absorbance of reaction products when treated
with ozone for different time intervals. The low concentration is the range of 50 - 100 ppbv and high concentration is
about 200 - 250 ppbv.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 6. UV-VIS spectra of reaction products when treated
with ozone for different time intervals. The low concentration is the range of 50 - 100 ppbv and high concentration is
about 200 - 250 ppbv.
OJAP
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ronmental Science & Technology, Vol. 43, No. 8, 2009,
pp. 2818-2824. doi:10.1021/es803534f

4. Conclusion
The test phenolic compounds in this study were found to
form yellow-brown colored products when reacting in
the presence of nitrate or nitrite and UV radiation in the
aqueous phase. If present in cloud water, these compounds may enhance the absorption of solar radiation in the
atmosphere. The ESI-MS experiments strongly suggest
nitrated products may form during the reactions, although this is not definitive at low mass resolution. UV-VIS
spectra suggest the composition of the reaction mixtures
may differ when nitrite is present compared to nitrate.
Collected UV-VIS spectra for reaction mixtures in the
presence of nitrate appear similar to results previously
published in the absence of nitrate. However, MS data
suggest different products are present. Both IR and UVVIS experiments suggest the products of these reactions
are reactive towards ozone, suggesting they may eventually chemically degrade in the atmosphere if not removed
by other processes first.
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